
 

 

 

January 5, 2022 

 Head Coach Ron Rivera 

 

On the new name being announced on Feb. 2, 2022: 

It's been cool. It really has. I kind look forward to when we can announce it all and we all get to know what it is. 

I'm looking forward to that because it'll be an opportunity for us to start a little bit on the fresh side. I'm kinda 

looking forward to the whole thing. From what I hear the uniforms look pretty cool. I look forward to seeing it 

all come to life.” 

 

On his level of input in the name change process:   

Well, we went through the whole process of what the potential names could be. They got it whittled down to 

what the finalists are. I know Mr. and Mrs. Snyder were working with Jason [Wright] and Jason's team of 

people trying to make sure we chose what was going to be an appropriate name. So I look forward to finding all 

that stuff out when it's time.” 

 

On New York Giants Head Coach Joe Judge’s recent comments:    

“Well, it's interesting. It is. And again, I'm not going respond to something that's interesting, but what's 

important is we play on Sunday. I got tremendous amount of respect for the Giants organization. The Mara’s 

and the Tisch’s are quality people and do a great job with their organization. As far as I'm concerned, we play 

on Sunday.” 

 

On how he will remember the time when the team was the Washington Football Team:  

“That's kind of a unique situation, you know? It’ll make for some interesting trivia someday. It’s kind of a cool 

thing to a degree. The name change came about during a fragile time in our society more so than anything else. 

I think it was an appropriate decision to change the name. I kind of grew fond of being known as the 

Washington Football Team or the team that was kind of cool. I'll remember it fondly. I also remember it was a 

very tumultuous time in terms of dealing with the pandemic as well.” 

 

On having the team’s top three agent signing all injured this season:   

“It's unfortunately the nature of the game. Those are things that happen and you can't always predict what's 

gonna happen. You can't predict that one, two or three of them are gonna get hurt. Is it disappointing? Well, it's 

tough because the guys that have that can help you a lot in terms are going forward. I know what Curtis 

[Samuel] is in terms of a football player. I know what his abilities are. It was unfortunate we never really got 

that on track. I thought William [Jackson] did some really good things for us. I thought during that win streak, 

the four in a row, he played very well. You could see that he was really coming along and fitting into what we 

were doing and understanding the concepts, which is big. And then, never really got a chance to see Fitz [Ryan 

Fitzpatrick]. I mean, one quarter of football, then unfortunately he goes down. But it did give us an opportunity 

to see Taylor [Heinicke]. It gave us an opportunity to kind of just see where we are in terms of our football team 

as well. The big thing we know is we got some work to do going forward. I do look forward to playing on 

Sunday and then getting ready for the upcoming offseason.”  

 

On if he feels a sense of urgency to figure out the quarterback position this offseason:  



 

 

“Well, I think it's something we've been trying to figure out to be honest with you. So, yeah. Is there a sense of 

urgency? I think there always is just because that's the most important position on your team. It’s the one 

position that everybody points to. It's the one position that really impacts everybody – both sides of the ball, 

special teams. It is something that we want to get right. Something we mostly have been looking into in terms of 

our guys have been scouring the college football scene and have come up with some names that we'll be looking 

at. We know that with free agency coming up, there'll be names that we'll be looking at. And we'll go from 

there.”  

 

On if his evaluation of the quarterback position has changed over the last two years:   

“Yeah, well right there, Nicki, I think the game change is most certainly something that you've gotta pay 

attention to. But it’s funny, you kind of forget it as far as I'm concerned because for seven seasons in Carolina, 

we had a healthy Cam Newton and he was a heck of football player. Then losing him those two with the injuries 

and stuff, you kind of see just how important it is to have that guy and have good backups, which we've been 

fortunate to have. Going into the last two years and just really watching the impact of quarterbacks, the way the 

League is trying to protect the quarterbacks, how this league has kind of morphed into a little bit of a passing 

league a bit more so than it used to be. All those things have really kind of pointed to one thing, and that is 

you've gotta have a guys that can pull the trigger and make good decisions, manage the game, and then have the 

ability to make plays when you need them to be made. You look at the teams that have won the Super Bowl. 

The most recent, a lot of them involve a guy named Tom Brady. They point to a guy that really can control 

things and manage things and do things that need to be done.” 

 

On CB William Jackson III, his transition into this defense and the importance of finding players that fit:   

“Yeah, I think that's something that you most certainly always make sure you try to consider is fit. The one 

thing that you started to see is as far as William was concerned is as he already to get more and more 

comfortable playing what we do, that really began to show. Then as we got into that, again, the four games in a 

row that we won, you really saw his production in terms of playmaking and being around the ball spike up. Part 

of it too is you saw the comfort that these guys had of working together and the way they communicated. 

There's a lot of positive that did come out of it eventually, but starting early on and trying to work through those 

things a little bit tougher than I think we probably all expected.” 

 

On his biggest takeaways after two years of being able to oversees the entire football operation in 

Washington:  

“I think one thing that I really did appreciate was what we try to do upfront first and foremost. You really saw 

the positive aspects of it in terms of the depth this year with our offensive line. You gotta be able to protect your 

quarterback to give yourself a chance. That was one of the things that we did consciously and just the 

realization of how important that really is more so than anything else. How big position flex played into that, 

especially when you have guys likes Saahdiq Charles and Cornelius Lucas. Guys like that you ask to play more 

than one position, whether it be in the left side or the right side or they play guard or tackle or guys like Tyler 

Larsen who could play center and guard. Those guys really play a big role for what you want to do. That to me 

is one of the things that we've gotta continue to dive into when it comes to all the other positions. Like if you 

talk about defensive back, you gotta try and find a guy that has the ability to play corner and safety. Linebacker, 

you gotta find a guy who could play all the positions. I think the position flexing has really helped us, but it's 

something that we really gotta continue to focus on and make sure it's a big part of us trying to bring players 

here to be part of what we're trying to do.” 

 

On how hard it is to take the next step as a team without solidifying the quarterback position: 

"Well, I think it all depends on your team. I mean, remember though there are some teams that have won Super 



 

 

Bowls without having a franchise quarterback. This team has won three Super Bowls with very good 

quarterbacks. What Coach [Joe] Gibbs did with that group, and not really having a true franchise guy that's 

come in and stays here for 8-10 years as your starter, they were able to put guys into place. It spoke very well to 

the types of teams that Coach Gibbs had in terms of physical up front, but playmakers and explosive guys that 

could make plays and you bring a quarterback in that fits the system and does the things that coach needs you to 

do, that gives you a chance to win one." 

 

On if he is open to the idea of losing games late to improve draft position now that he also controls the 

roster: 

"No. To me, you play to win and that's why we're here. We're not here for any other reason. I'm not worried 

about draft position. What I'm worried about is winning football games and trying to set tones and tempos as we 

go forward. But, I get the whole thing about wanting a high draft pick. You can't do that to the fans. You play to 

win. Now, you may play other people and they may say, 'Why are you playing those guys?' Well, I wanna see 

what that guy can do and we're gonna play to win with that guy. That's that's for darn. So, when we put some 

young guys in this weekend, don't think we're not trying to win. We're trying to see if we can win with these 

guys." 

 

On if he feels like that is what the Philadelphia Eagles did last year in Week 17: 

"Oh yeah, absolutely. I mean again, each team's gotta do what they think is best and how they do it. So, if that's 

what their intention is, that's fine. But, if they're gonna come in and play everybody and see who we have and 

try to win at the same time, that's important." 

 

On if he can tell the difference in intensity in games that have no playoff implications: 

"There can be, but it's gonna be about your approach. I talked to our guys today about it. We're playing to win. 

We're gonna practice to win. We're gonna prepare to win. We're gonna go out and do everything we can when 

we play. So, I think really it's about how you approach it and how you approach it with your players. I think 

your players have gotta feel that you wanna win. That's what I'm trying to do. I'm trying to make sure our guys 

understand, I wanna win this football game. I want to come out and do the best we can and play to win this 

game." 

 

On if he felt like not having WR Curtis Samuel available for the majority of this season hurt WR Terry 

McLaurin's production: 

"Well, I think a guy like Curtis, and again, I'm fortunate enough to watch him play and know what he's capable 

of and how he impacts the guys around him. I mean, he would impact Terry. He would help Terry. He would 

help the quarterback, but he would impact Terry. He would impact the tight end positions, the other receivers, 

the running game. It's unfortunate. It really is because again, if you go back and look what he did last year in 

Carolina and you could sit there and see, wow that guy made an impact. [Carolina's] offense wasn't as 

productive as it was last year. So, you see guys and their abilities and you know how they fit. It's just 

unfortunate that we didn't get to get 'em out there full-time because of the injury." 

 

On if the free agent class struggling this year affects how he enters this offseason: 

"It does. But again, you can never predict injuries. You know what I'm saying? You just can't and it's crazy 

because all the way up and through I think Week 13, we were relatively healthy. We did lose [RB] J.D. 

McKissic. We did lose [TE] Logan [Thomas] during that stretch. Then it was somebody here and then 

somebody there, we lose [C] Chase Roullier earlier in the year, we lose [G] Wes Schweitzer, we lose [C] Tyler 

Larsen and we're gonna finish the season with our fourth center. Those things you just can't predict. But like I 

said, one thing that I have learned from this, and I knew it, but to really be part of it and have to go through it, 



 

 

that's a big deal. I mean to really get to where we were, but sit there and say, 'Man that offensive line, those 

guys were still competitive. They still gave us a chance to win.' That's important. I think that really helped an 

awful lot as well, more so than losing guys, just watching the guys that were available to play and knowing that 

these are guys that we were training, we were working with, we were trying to get them ready to go and they are 

ready to go. I mean, we learned something about the right side of our offensive line in the Dallas game, even 

though it was a blowout to be honest. When you watch [C] Keith Ismael, [G] Saahdiq Charles, [T] Sam Cosmi 

and [TE] John Bates at one point work together on that side and we had a couple of good things happen. You sit 

there and go, 'Man, that's pretty impressive to see young guys, two guys that are in their second year and two 

rookies, straight up rookies out there competing.' You feel good about what you did trying to get those guys 

ready to go." 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


